Alan Beaulieu
One of the country’s most informed economists, Alan Beaulieu, has been
consulting since 1990 with companies who have a domestic and global perspective on how to forecast, plan, and increase their profits based on business
cycle trend analysis.
Pronouncements from Alan Beaulieu have appeared in the Wall Street Journal, New York Times,USA Today, Knight Ridder News Services, Business Week, Associated Press, The
Washington Times, on CBS Radio, CNN Radio, Sirius talk radio, KABC, NPR affiliate WLRN and numerous
other outlets. Alan Beaulieu has been providing workshops and economic analysis seminars across the US to
literally thousands of business.
Alan Beaulieu is co-author of “Make Your Move”, a book on how to increase profits through business cycle
changes. Alan is also the President of the Institute for Trend Research, a principal and Managing Partner of
ITR Capital Partners and an active member of ITR Capital Partners’ Investment Committee. Alan is also the
Senior Economic Advisor to the NAW and the Chief Economist for HARDI.
Alan Beaulieu provides economic information with practical application. What makes a presentation by Alan
Beaulieu so unique is his extensive understanding of business cycles and the ability to explain the implications
to any audience. Our presenters know that economic changes are signaled well in advance, and they know
the signals. After hearing them speak—in easy to understand, non-intimidating language—you will, too. You’ll
leave with an action plan and plenty of time to apply it before the economic shifts ahead.
Alan Beaulieu’s engaging, researched keynote presentations will help you learn:
* Short-term and long-term economic forecasts (U.S. and /or abroad).
* How those forecasts impact your company.
* Is the economy going to grow?
* What about inflation?
* How will the U.S. be affected by corporate production facilities being moved overseas?
* Republican or Democrat - what impact does each type of administration have on the economy?
* Does the stock market give us a true reading of the economy?
* What leading economic indicators should we be watching for?
* See the future first- before your competition does.
Alan has presented on a regular basis to major Fortune 500 corporations.

